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Are Production Capabilities Constraining Your
Contract Manufacturer’s Design Team?
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Is Your Contract Manufacturer a Good Fit for Your Project
2
Requirements?

One of the key benefits of using a contract
manufacturer for both design and manufacturing is the ability to work with a product design
team that is experienced with manufacturing.
This can eliminate design errors that could otherwise increase tooling costs and secondary
processing costs. However, this option can also
result in a design team that limits design choices
to in-house production processes. The optimum
solution is choosing a contract manufacturer with
a broad enough range of capabilities that all
design options that would make sense for the
product are considered.
The following two examples look at ways Forefront’s team has focused on solutions that incorporated multiple types of manufacturing processes or overcame production-related constraints that have traditionally limited design
options.
Broader Options for Designing Competitive Advantage
Competition continues to increase in the singleuse medical device market. Product cost, feel,

Forefront’s broad range of capabilities increases
design options.

functional capabilities, ease-of-use, biocompatibility, patient comfort, industrial design,
compatibility with other devices and quality
are sources of competitive advantage. Often
(Continued on page 2)

Case Study: Specialty Drug Delivery System
Development of specialty drug delivery systems
requires both strong materials and mechanical
engineering expertise. In this case, the customer
was looking for a medical disposable manufacturer in Asia who met FDA regulatory requirements and could supply required components
for their production operations using OEMspecified materials. The customer also wanted
the supplier to provide long-term cost reductions.
The Challenge
The customer provided the basic design for the
mechanism and the components. The key design
challenge involved identifying materials that
met the customer’s requirement of Di 2ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP)-free and had the
required bonding strength among components

and tubes. This was complicated by the fact
that one component supplier had been previously selected by the OEM and any design
modifications would need to incorporate that
component and supplier.
The Process
The design team started by assessing customer
requirements and then created a Design Development Plan (DDP). A customer specification
was developed and market inputs were collected. Several studies were done on solvents
able to provide the required bonding strength.
Forefront’s database of approved materials
which have passed biocompatibility and other
critical tests helped cut time out of the process.
(Continued on page 4)

Is Your Contract Manufacturer a Good Fit for Your Project Requirements?
Medical contract manufacturing is
rarely a one-size fits all equation.
Instead, it is often a partnership requiring strong working relationships
among design, production and marketing teams. Selecting a contract
manufacturer on unit price alone,
often ignores the more subtle benefits a strong partnership can bring:
reduced time to market, enhanced
competitive advantage and elimination of hidden costs. A good fit assessment looks deeply at the total
cost equation. Here are questions by
area to consider.

Forefront’s team focuses on developing a commercialization strategy aligned with customer requirements.

Design
The design process defines time to market,

influences market competitiveness and sets
production costs. Areas to evaluate include:
•

Can the contract manufacturer’s team fill
expertise gaps in our team?

•

Does the contract manufacturer
provide engineering support in
our team’s time zone?

•

Could the contract manufacturer’s design resources and expertise reduce time to market?

•

Does the contract manufacturer’s design team have expertise
in designing for a wide range
of production processes?

•

Does the team have software
tools to fine tune mold efficiency?

•

Is there a focus on designing
(Continued on page 3)

Design
duced. The cost reduction was in
the 20 percent range, since the
these aspects of competitive advantage
production cycle time of the previrequire work with specialized materials.
ous process was much longer.
Quality improved because the
In this case, Forefront was able to admanufacturing processes became
dress the challenge of designing and
highly automated and the processmolding a plastic valve set which was
es were tightly controlled. Funcfunctionally equivalent to the metal
tionality and user-friendliness was
valve set currently used in a diagnostic
also improved since friction was no
product. The end product solution utilonger a factor with smoother, non
lized:
-sticky surfaces. Customers also
• Materials with correct level of
found that the three sections in the
Forefront’s design team is experienced in a broad range of
longer product provided an instrurigidity and strength to be funcproduction processes.
ment that feels soft and flexible
tionally equivalent to the metal
on the front, yet more rigid on the
valve set
the esophagus found that the market for its
back as the tube is inserted further into
• Plastic components that performed
product line was no longer growing. The Compatient.
identically and felt similar to their met- pany decided that a redesign of the product
Choosing a contract manufacturer with a
al counterparts to a doctor performing
line was the best way to increase market
broad range of production capabilities
a specialty procedure
share.
and an experienced product design
• A complex mold that could produce
Forefront’s team recommended converting the
team opens the door to a broader
parts with conformance to extremely
manufacturing process used for the tubing
range of design and redesign solutions.
fine tolerances.
from a dipping process to the combined use
Collaboration between the design and
manufacturing teams eliminates the isA More Creative Approach to Product Rede- of extrusion molding and injection molding.
The team also recommended changes in the
sues that teams operating in silos comsign
materials composition for other components
monly experience, while reducing prodIn another case, a manufacturer of products used in the product.
uct development time and enhancing
used for foreign particle management in
production efficiency.
As a result, both cost and lead-time were re(Continued from page 1)
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Assessing Fit
(Continued from page 2)

products for highly automated production processes?

A move to a lower cost labor market
should not translate to a reduction in the
robustness of a supplier’s approach to
quality management.

Production

•

Production capabilities and expertise increase product commercialization options
while contributing to superior quality.

Does the contract manufacturer have
the necessary quality registrations?

•

Can the contract manufacturer’s quality systems align easily with our quality
system?

•

•

•

•

Is the contract manufacturer vertically
integrated enough to
produce most of the
product in-house?

•
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Regional Expertise
Similarly, utilizing a contract manufacturer’s regional expertise can expand market penetration or access to economic
development incentives.
• Can the contract manufacturer help address end market
quality requirements in their
home region?

Is there a strong linkage between design
and production teams
in optimizing the production processes?

Ethics
When products are outsourced,
that supplier’s performance automatically becomes part of
your company’s reputation.

Is a scalable automation strategy available
to reduce fixed costs
at lower volumes?

• Are the contract manufacturer’s business practices ethical?

Forefront’s team tailors production strategy to customer requirements.

Does the contract manufacturer have a
strong supply chain management
team?
Can the contract manufacturer help
identify regional suppliers for the project?
Does the contract manufacturer have a
process for measuring supplier performance and rapidly identifying and
addressing any supply chain quality
issues that may arise?

Quality

Is the contract manufacturer located
in regions that facilitate an optimized logistics solution?

• Can the contract manufacturer’s network of contacts help
our company better position
itself in the end markets within
their region?

A contract manufacturer’s
expertise in supply chain management influences quality and cost.

•

•

Are Lean manufacturing processes utilized
to minimize inefficiency and defect opportunities?

Supply Chain Management

•

ilization and shipment to end markets?

•

Can the contract manufacturer provide
the device history recordkeeping and
quality data we require?

•

Is the contract manufacturer’s quality
philosophy focused on mitigating defect opportunities and relevant risks of
supply chain disruption?

Logistics
Logistics is an area where contractor expertise can pay dividends.
•

Can the contract manufacturer help
develop a logistics solution that minimizes unnecessary freight costs and
addresses any needs for contract ster-

• Are there checks and balances to protect our proprietary
information?
•

Can the business relationship be
conducted under a legal system
compatible with the legal system in
which our company prefers to operate?

•

Will the contract manufacturer be a
good steward of our reputation?

Drug Delivery System Case Study
(Continued from page 1)

Selecting a solvent, additive and materials which had previously passed the
requisite tests, cut weeks out of the development process plus eliminated the
potential issues that could arise if a selected material had failed testing. Second, the overall design process and
design tools were standardized so internal teams collaborating globally had
the same frame of reference.
Once the customer specification was
approved, 3D CAD models were developed and analyzed. A design review
which included functional analysis and
risk evaluation was held. After the customer’s team approved the design, prototyping and verification began.
The team used a gated design process
to enable tooling development to begin
as early in the design process as possible. A combination of in-house rapid
prototyping capability and in-house
tooling design and fabrication capability helped shorten the product development cycle. The tooling design process
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included a DFM phase which was followed
by development of the mold specification.
Following a design review, mold fabrication
began. This was followed by a testing and
debugging phase which included a dry run
and analysis of product first off the tool.
Production processes underwent a similar
development and validation phase with
performance qualification to user requirements, operational qualification to functional requirements, installation qualification to
design specification and installations.
The Results
Forefront’s team was able to design a
product that met the customer’s specifications for form, fit, function and cost. An FDA
audit at the beginning of the process was
conducted with no issues found, underscoring the benefit of working with a team
knowledgeable in stringent quality requirements. Forefront’s combination of materials
and engineering expertise has ensured that
a design and manufacturing process has
been developed that is capable of achieving the customer’s cost targets.
Longer term, Forefront has several ways to

support continuing reduction.
First, Forefront has a continuous improvement value-added process that supports
its efforts to identify opportunities for
cost reduction and/or improvement in the
overall total product cost by evaluating
internal processes and surveying end
users. Internally the focus is on identifying production bottlenecks and long lead
-time issues, and includes feedback from
operators and technicians. Externally, the
focus is on ease-of-use. The team develops a list of potential improvements and
then selects the top priorities. A timeline
is developed and progress is tracked.
The project is closed once 80-90% of the
improvements have been achieved.
Second, Forefront periodically evaluates
the less visible costs associated with supplying products globally. Changes in
logistics costs, raw material supply chain
trends and trade agreements are monitored for cost reduction opportunities.

